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OVERVIEW

It is vital to sample soil for PCN prior to planting. Effective
management relies on knowing if PCN is present and if it is, at what
level of infestation. If infestation is in the early stages, symptoms will
be difficult to recognise and diagnosis of the problem is only likely
following soil analysis. Once an infestation has had a chance to
develop and thrive, it will become very difficult to manage and contain.
 
The ideal time to test for PCN is from September to March,
immediately before cropping the land with potatoes.
 
When taking a sample, be aware that poor or extreme weather could
affect its quality. Avoid collecting during , very wet, or very dry
conditions or when the soil is frozen and wait until the weather
improves.
 
 
 

According to Wikipedia, an annual report
is a comprehensive report on a
company's activities throughout the
preceding year. Annual reports are
intended to give shareholders and other
interested people information.

Sampling for PCN

The sampling kit you receive will include:

One large plastic bag for the soil sample

One large plastic post bag

One PCN analysis form 

One guidance sheet

One set of labels - including a label for paid postage

Your sampling kit



Take a minimum of 49 cores in a grid
pattern. This should produce over 2kg of soil. 
Sampling in a grid will give you the best chance
of finding PCN. A W shaped sampling pattern
can be used and is quicker, but if you decide to
use this make sure that your ‘W’  travels across
the direction of cultivation rather than with it.
 
Images and guidance courtesy of AHDB

Divide land into sample areas, ideally of 1
hectare or less in size, avoiding field edges or
wheelings running through field. 

Use a corer with a diameter of 10-15mm to
take the samples. A cheese corer is preferable
although a screw auger may be used.

Insert the corer to a depth of 15cm to 25cm
and collect the soil in the plastic bag provided.
 
 
 

 

Collecting your sample



To return soil samples, please follow the steps below:
Collect the sample as described above and place it in the plastic
bag provided.
Attach the YELLOW Soil Sample sticker to the bag.
Complete the PCN Analysis Form.
Place each soil and PCN Analysis Form into a large postage bag,
and attach the BLUE return address label.
Take the sample to your nearest post office or collection point.
The return address labels enable pre-paid service included in the
price; no further payment will be required.

 
If you are sampling multiple fields, repeat this process for each one
separately and ensure that the correct labels are placed on to each
sample. Return each sample in separate postage bags. 
 
If you are returning more than 10 samples, please contact ADAS
reception on 01954 268200 to arrange for collection by a courier.
 

Posting your sample to the lab

Further help

If you need any further advice on collecting your sample, please
contact the team at pes@adas.co.uk or call 01944 738646.


